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Abstract

Objective: We aimed to evaluate clinical features and follow-up data of children with functional and secondary constipation.

Methods: Hospital records of 335 constipated children were evaluated. Children were divided into 2 groups as functional and secondary, and were compared with regard to clinical and anthropometric data.

Findings: Of 335 children (M/F 167/168, mean age 4.3±3.5 years) 91% had functional constipation (group 1). Family history of constipation was significantly higher in group 1. Malnutrition was found in 18% of group 1, 56% in group 2 (p<0.001).

Conclusion: If a constipated child has a family history of constipation but does not have failure to thrive and constipation begins at an older age, functional constipation is more probable.
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Introduction

Constipation is a common health problem in childhood resulting in 3% of general pediatric and 25% of pediatric gastroenterology outpatient clinics visits[1-3]. An organic cause is rarely detected in this prevalent symptom. More than 90% of children are accepted to have functional constipation[4]. Factors underlying functional constipation are multiple as withholding stool, problems during toilet training and lack of fiber[1,4-6]. In these children warning signs and symptoms should be questioned because it is important to distinguish functional and secondary constipation[5,7,8]. Moreover, even though constipation has a high prevalence, long term follow up results are limited[9,10]. Therefore, in this study we evaluated the clinical features and follow up data of children with functional and secondary constipation.

Subjects and Methods

The study included 335 constipated children who were evaluated between February 2007 and February 2011 at Dr. Behcet Uz Children's Hospital Pediatric Gastroenterology outpatient clinic. Constipation was diagnosed according to Rome III criteria[11,12]. Hospital records were evaluated retrospectively. Age, gender, age of onset, previous treatments, response to the previous treatment, frequency of defecation,
family history, abdominal pain, rectal bleeding, abdominal distension, stool withholding behaviour, fibre intake, aetiology of constipation, anthropometric findings, response to our treatment and relapses were noted. Malnutrition was defined according to Waterlow criteria[13]. Constipated children were divided into 2 groups as functional and secondary according to history, physical exam and laboratory findings. These groups were compared with regard to data mentioned above.

Data analyses were performed using SPSS for Windows, version 15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA). Means ± standard deviations (SD) were calculated for measurable variables. An independent t test assessed the relationship between continuous variables and malnutrition, whereas the χ² test was used for differences in proportions. P<0.05 was considered significant.

### Findings

Constipation had started at a mean age of 2.2±2.9 years (median age 1.0 year) in 335 children (male/female: 167/168, mean age: 4.3±3.5 years) enrolled. Of these, 305 (91%) were accepted to have functional constipation (Group 1). Rest of the children (9%) had an underlying disease and formed the group of secondary constipation (Group 2) (Table 1).

There was no significant difference with regard to sex and mean age between these groups (P=0.2, P=0.5, respectively). Median age of onset was 1 year in group 1 and 0.25 years in group 2, which was significantly lower (P=0.02). Some demographic and anthropometric findings of the groups are given in table 2. Abdominal pain and stool withholding were seen more frequently in functional constipation group. However, these differences were not significant (P=0.191 and P=0.479, respectively). Family history of constipation was significantly higher in group 1 (41% vs. 17%, P=0.015). These findings are demonstrated in Fig. 1. Comparison of anthropometric findings is shown in Table 2. Malnutrition was found 18% in group 1 and 56% in group 2 (P<0.001). Obesity ratio was similar in both groups (6% in group 1 vs. 11% in group 2, P=0.404).

Most of the patients had received treatment before (67% in group 1, 70% in group 2). Only 48% of these patients in group 1 and 38% in group 2 had succeeded. Our treatment was successful in 83% and 84%, respectively. Patients were followed-up for 4.5±3.5 months. Some patients relapsed during follow-up (30% in group 1 vs. 44% in group 2, P=0.715).

### Discussion

Constipation is a prevalent problem[8,14]. Peak incidence in childhood constipation is reported to
be before 4 years of age, especially at the toilet training age[4,5]. Constipation had started at the age of 2.2 years in our study also. Secondary constipation is stated to be less than 10% similar to our result[4,5]. Even though the secondary constipation is not frequent, it is important to recognize organic diseases.

Abdominal pain and stool withholding were more common in functional constipation group; even this difference was not significant. In other studies abdominal pain is seen in a wide range like 10-70% which also covers our result[2,5]. However, abdominal pain is a subjective symptom. Withholding stool is accepted to be an indicator of functional constipation[6]. Rate of withholding stool behaviour is similar to literature findings. Family history is also frequent (13.9-39.3%) in children with functional constipation[14-16]. This may be due to genetic factors or environmental factors in common[16]. In the present study family history was present in 40.9% of children with functional constipation and it is found helpful in distinguishing functional and secondary constipation.

Failure to thrive is an alarm symptom to recognize organic causes[7]. In our study also, children with secondary constipation had failure to thrive. Children with cerebral palsy in group 2 may be affecting the anthropometric findings. This may explain the difference between two groups. Malnutrition rate is still high in group one. However, this is in concordant with other studies from our region[17].

Parents were educated about constipation, diet, and regular defecation habits as recommended[4,6-8]. Afterwards, drug therapy was started. Other therapies were given if needed for organic diseases. Response rates were higher afterwards. We suppose that understanding the course of the disease and supporting the diet is important in this difference. However, there are relapses also. Relapse rates in the present study were similar to the results of van Ginkel et al[18]. However, follow-up period is not long enough to give long-term results. This is another limitation of our study.

**Conclusion**

If a constipated child has a family history of constipation but does not have failure to thrive and constipation begins at an older age, functional constipation is more probable. Furthermore, displaying a stool withholding behaviour may strengthen this diagnosis.
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